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1 Introduction

In the last decade, both mobile communications and multimedia communications have
experienced unequaled rapid growth and commercial success. Naturally, the great {
albeit separate { successes in both areas fuel the old vision of ubiquitous multimedia
communication { being able to communicate from anywhere at any time with any
type of data. The convergence of mobile and multimedia is now underway. Building
on advances in network infrastructure, low-power integrated circuits, and powerful
signal processing/compression algorithms, wireless multimedia services will likely nd
widespread acceptance in the next decade. The goals of current second-generation
cellular and cordless communications standards { supporting integrated voice and data
{ are being expanded in third-generation wireless networks to provide truly ubiquitous
access and integrated multimedia services. This vision is shared by many, e.g., by
Ericsson's GSM pioneer Jan Uddenfeldt when he writes \The tremendous growth of
Internet usage is the main driver for third-generation wireless. Text, audio, and image
(also moving) will be the natural content, i.e., multimedia, for the user." [1].
Video communication is an indispensable modality of multimedia, most prominently exempli ed by the Internet-based World Wide Web today. After the Web
browser itself, audio/video streaming decoders have been the most frequently downloaded Internet application, and they will be part of the browser software by the time
this chapter appears in print. Real-time audiovisual communication will also be an
integral part of third-generation wireless communication services. The current vision
includes a small handheld device that allows the user to communicate from anywhere
in the world with anyone in a variety of formats (voice, data, image, and full-motion
video) from virtually any geographic location. This next generation of wireless multimedia communicators is expected to be equipped with a camera, a microphone, and
a liquid crystal color display, serving both as a videophone and computer screen. The
conventional lap-top keyboard is likely to be replaced by a writing tablet, facilitating
optical handwriting recognition and signature veri cation. With progressing miniaturization of components, wristwatch \Dick Tracy" communicators are expected to follow
soon after.
Of all modalities desirable for future mobile multimedia systems, motion video is
the most demanding in terms of bit-rate, and is hence likely to have the strongest impact on network architecture and protocols. Even with state-of-the-art compression,
television quality requires a few Megabits per second (Mbps), while for low-resolution,
limited-motion video sequences, as typically encoded for picturephones, a few tens of
kbps are required for satisfactory picture quality [2]. Today's \second-generation" cellular telephony networks, such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
typically provide 10 - 15 kbps, suitable for compressed speech, but too little for motion video. Fortunately, the standardization of higher-bandwidth networks, such as
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [3] [4], is well underway, and,
together with continued progress in video compression technology, wireless multimedia
communicators with picturephone functionality and Internet videoserver access will be
possible.
Beyond the limited available bit-rate, wireless multimedia transmission o ers a
number of interesting technical challenges. A recent review has appeared in [5]. One
of the more diÆcult issues is due to the fact that mobile networks cannot provide a
guaranteed quality of service, because high bit error rates occur during fading periods.
Transmission errors of a mobile wireless radio channel range from single bit errors to
burst errors or even an intermittent loss of the connection. The classic technique to
combat transmission errors is Forward Error Correction (FEC), but its e ectiveness
is limited due to widely varying error conditions. A worst case design would lead to
a prohibitive amount of redundancy. Closed-loop error control techniques like Auto2

matic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) [6] have been shown to be more e ective than FEC and
successfully applied to wireless video transmission [7] [8]. Retransmission of corrupted
data frames, however, introduces additional delay, which might be unacceptable for
real-time conversational or interactive services. As a result, transmission errors cannot be avoided with a mobile radio channel, even when FEC and ARQ are combined.
Therefore, the design of a wireless video system always involves a trade-o between
channel coding redundancy that protects the bit-stream and source coding redundancy
deliberately introduced for greater error resilience of the video decoder.
Without special measures, compressed video signals are extremely vulnerable
against transmission errors. Basically, every bit counts. Considering speci cally low
bit-rate video, compression schemes rely on interframe coding for high coding eÆciency, i.e., they use the previous encoded and reconstructed video frame to predict
the next frame. Therefore, the loss of information in one frame has considerable impact on the quality of the following frames. Since some residual transmission errors
will inevitably corrupt the video bit-stream, this vulnerability precludes the use of low
bit-rate video coding schemes designed for error-free channels without special measures. These measures have to be built into the video coding and decoding algorithms
themselves and form the \last line of defense" if techniques like FEC and ARQ fail.
A comprehensive review of the great variety of error control and concealment techniques that have been proposed during the last 10 - 15 years has been presented in
an excellent paper by Wang and Zhu recently [9] and is also included in Chapter 6 of
this book. For example, one can partition the bit-stream into classes of di erent error
sensitivity (often referred to as data partitioning) to enable the use of unequal error
protection [10] [11] [12]. Data partitioning has been included as an error resilience
tool in the MPEG-4 standard [13]. Unequal error protection can signi cantly increase
the robustness of the transmission and provide graceful degradation of the picture
quality in case of a deteriorating channel. Since unequal error protection does not
incorporate information about the current state of the mobile channel, the design of
such a scheme is a compromise that accommodates a range of operating conditions.
Feedback-based techniques, on the other hand, can adjust to the varying transmission
conditions rapidly and make more e ective use of the channel. This leads us to the
notion of channel-adaptive source coding.
The ITU-T Study Group 16 has adopted feedback-based error control in their effort towards mobile extensions of the successful Recommendation H.263 (see Chapter
1, \H-Series Video Coding Standards") for low bit-rate video coding. The rst version of H.263 already included Error Tracking, a technique that allows the encoder
to accurately estimate interframe error propagation and adapt its encoding strategy
to mitigate the e ects of past transmission errors [14] [15]. The second version, informally known as H.263+, was adopted by the ITU-T in February 1998. Among
many other enhancements, it contains two new optional modes supporting Reference
Picture Selection (Annex N) and Independent Segment Decoding (Annex R) as an
error con nement technique [16] [17]. Additional enhancements, for example, data
partitioning, unequal error protection, and reversible variable length coding, are under consideration for future versions of the standard, informally known as H.263++
and H.26L.
Most of the error control schemes for wireless video are pragmatic engineering
solutions to a problem at hand that do not generalize. The trade-o s in designing
the overall transmission chain are not well-understood and need further study that
ultimately should lead to a general theoretical framework for joint optimization of
source coding, channel coding and transport protocols, coding schemes with superior
robustness and adaptability to adverse transmission condition, and multimedia-aware
transport protocols that make most eÆcient use of limited wireless network resources.
In the meantime, we have to be content with more modest goals.
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In this chapter, we investigate the performance and trade-o s when using established error control techniques for wireless video. We set the stage by discussing the
basic trade-o between source and channel coding redundancy in Section 2 and introduce the distortion-distortion function as a formal tool for comparing wireless video
systems. In Section 3, we brie y discuss how to combat transmission errors by channel
coding and illustrate the problems that are encountered with classic FEC applied to
a fading channel. We also discuss error ampli cation that can occur with IP packetization over wireless channels. In Section 3, we discuss error resilience techniques for
low bit-rate video, with particular emphasis on techniques adopted by the ITU-T as
part of the H.263 Recommendation. These techniques include feedback-based error
control, yielding in e ect a channel-adaptive H.263 encoder. The various approaches
are compared by means of their operational distortion-distortion function under the
same experimental conditions.

2 Trading O Source and Channel Coding

Naturally, the problem of transmitting video over noisy channels involves both source
and channel coding. The classic goal of source coding is to achieve the lowest possible
distortion for a given target bit-rate. This goal has a fundamental limit in the ratedistortion bound for given source statistics. The source-coded bitstream then needs
to be transmitted reliably over a noisy channel. Similar to the rate-distortion bound
in source coding, the channel capacity quanti es the maximum rate at which information can be transmitted reliably over the given channel. Hence, the classic goal of
channel coding is to deliver reliable information at a rate that is as close as possible
to the channel capacity. According to Shannon's Separation Principle, it is possible
to independently consider source and channel coding without loss in performance [18].
However, this important information-theoretic result is based on several assumptions
that might break down in practice. In particular, it is based on (1) the assumption of
an in nite block length for both source and channel coding (and hence in nite delay)
and (2) an exact and complete knowledge of the statistics of the transmission channel.
As a corollary of (2), the Separation Principle applies only to point-to-point communications and is not valid for multiuser or broadcast scenarios [18]. Therefore, Joint
Source-Channel Coding (JSC coding) can be advantageous in practice.
A joint optimization of source and channel coding can be achieved by exploiting
the redundancy in the source signal for channel decoding (source-controlled channel
decoding, e.g., [19]) or by designing the source codec for a given channel characteristic
(channel-optimized source coding, e.g., [20]). In either case, source and channel coding
can hardly be separated anymore and are truly optimized jointly. Unfortunately,
joint source-channel coding schemes for video are in their infancy today. A pragmatic
approach for today's state-of-the-art is to keep the source coder and the channel coder
separate, but optimize their parameters jointly. This approach will be followed in this
chapter. A key problem of this optimization is the bit allocation between the source
and channel coder that will be discussed below. To illustrate the problem we rst
consider the typical components of a wireless video system. For more information on
separate, concatenated, and joint source-channel coding for wireless video see [21].
2.1

Components of a Wireless Video System

Fig. 1 shows the basic components of a wireless video system. The space-time discrete input video signal i[x; y; t] is fed into a video encoder. The video encoder is
characterized by its operational distortion{rate function De (Re ), where e[x; y; t] is the
reconstructed video signal at the encoder and Re, De are the average rate and av4

erage distortion respectively. After source coding, the compressed video bitstream is
prepared for transmission over a network. Often, this involves packetization. This is
particularly the case for transmission employing the Internet Protocol (IP). The correct delivery of packets requires a multitude of functionalities that need to be provided
by the network, such as routing, hand-over, packet fragmentation and reassembly, ow
control, etc. These functionalities are not covered in this chapter (see Chapter 3, \IP
Networks" instead), and, for now, we assume that the corresponding protocol layers
are transparent and do not introduce losses. In practice, this assumption is not always
justi ed, and we hence revisit this issue in Section 3.4
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Figure 1: Basic components of a video transmission system.
In wireless video systems, the end-to-end transmission typically comprises one or
two wireless radio extensions to a wired backbone, at the beginning and/or the end of
a transmission chain. Therefore, the packetized bitstream is transmitted at least once
over a wireless channel as illustrated in Fig. 1. In contrast to the wired backbone, the
capacity of the wireless channel is fundamentally limited by the available bandwidth of
the radio spectrum and various types of noise and interference. Therefore, the wireless
channel can be regarded as the \weakest link" of future multimedia networks and,
hence, requires special attention, especially if mobility gives rise to fading and error
bursts. The resulting transmission errors introduced require error control techniques.
A classic technique is FEC that can be combined with Interleaving to reduce the e ect
of burst errors. On the other hand, closed-loop error control techniques like ARQ are
particularly attractive if the error conditions vary in a wide range. These error control
techniques are part of the channel codec and are discussed in more detail in Section 3.
The bitstream produced by the channel encoder is represented by an analog signal
waveform suitable for the transmission channel by the modulator. The power of the
channel noise that is superimposed to the transmitted signal has to be evaluated with
respect to the energy that is used for the transmission of each bit. Therefore, the
ratio of bit-energy to noise-spectral-density (Eb =N0) is often used to characterize the
noisiness of the channel. Other parameters that describe the correlation of errors are
also of importance. After demodulation, the channel decoder tries to recover from
transmission errors by exploiting the error correction capability of the FEC scheme or
by requesting a retransmission of corrupted data frames.
The term Error Control Channel refers to the combination of the channel codec,
the modulator/demodulator and the physical channel [23]. Ideally, the error control
channel would provide an error-free binary link with a guaranteed bit-rate and maxi5

mum delay to the video coder. However, as we will see in Section 3, the e ectiveness of
channel coding is limited in a mobile environment when data have to be transmitted
with low delay. Essentially, only a compromise between (1) reliability, (2) throughput,
and (3) delay can be achieved. This fundamental trade-o is typical for the communication over noisy channels and has to be considered for the design of wireless video
systems.
Because the error control channel has to balance reliability, throughput, and delay,
some residual transmission errors usually remain after channel decoding, especially for
low-latency applications. In this case, the video decoder must be capable of processing
an erroneous bitstream. The residual errors cause an additional distortion D such
that the decoded video signal d[x; y; t] contains the total average distortion Dd =
De + D.
2.2

Distortion Measures

For a quantitative analysis of wireless video systems, we require measures for the video
signal distortion introduced by the source encoder (De ) or the distortion at the output
of the video decoder (Dd). Clearly, since the decoded video signal is ultimately played
back to a human observer, a distortion measure should be consistent with the perceived
subjective quality. In practice, the most common distortion measure for video coding
is Mean Squared Error (MSE). Though MSE is notorious for its aws as a measure
of subjective picture quality, it provides consistent results as long as the video signals
to be compared are a ected by the same type of impairment [24]. For example, the
subjective quality produced by a particular video codec at two di erent bit-rates for
the same input signal can usually be compared by MSE measurements because both
decoded signals contain similar quantization and blocking artifacts. Hence, we de ne
the distortion at the encoder as
1 X Y T (i[x; y; t] e[x; y; t])2 ;
(1)
De =
XY T

XXX

x=1 y=1 t=1

for a frame size of X  Y pixels and T encoded video frames. If the distortion shall be
calculated for individual frames, we can obtain De [t] by calculating the MSE for each
frame separately.
The obvious approach to measure the distortion at the decoder after transmission
is to calculate the MSE between the received video signal d[x; y; t] and the original
video signal i[x; y; t]. In fact, this is frequently done in the literature to evaluate video
transmission systems [25] [26] [27]. Due to the probabilistic nature of the channel, one
has to consider the distortion averaged over many di erent realizations of the channel.
For a particular constellation of the wireless video system (i.e., FEC rate, Eb=N0,
encoding parameters of video codec, ...), we therefore obtain decoded signals for each
realization l, denoted as dl[x; y; t]. Assuming L realizations, the MSE at the decoder
is then calculated as
1 X Y T L (i[x; y; t] dl [x; y; t])2:
Dd =
(2)

XXXX

XY T L x=1 y=1 t=1

l=1

Sometimes it is necessary to also calculate the distortion De at the encoder by
averaging over many realizations of the channel, similar to (2). In particular, this is
the case for channel-adaptive source coding where the operation of the encoder depends
on the behavior of the channel as discussed in Section 4.
Note that two types of distortion appear in the decoded video signal d, i.e., the
distortion due to source coding and the distortion caused by transmission errors. While
6

the former is adequately described by De , we de ne
D = Dd De;
(3)
to describe the latter. Typically, De is the result of small quantization errors that are
evenly distributed over all encoded frames, while D is dominated by strong errors
that are concentrated in a small part of the picture and are (hopefully!) present only
for a short time. Because such errors are perceived very di erently, an average measure
such as Dd alone can be misleading if not applied carefully. Instead, both De and D
should be considered for the evaluation of video quality simultaneously as discussed in
the next section.
Before concluding this section, we note that MSE is commonly converted to peaksignal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the video coding community. PSNR is de ned as
10 log10(2552=M SE ), where 255 corresponds to the peak-to-peak range of the encoded
and decoded video signal (each quantized to 256 levels). It is expressed in decibels (dB)
and increases with increasing picture quality. Though the logarithmic scale provides
a better correlation with subjective quality, the same limitations as for MSE apply.
As a rule of thumb for low bit-rate video coding (with clearly visible distortions), a
di erence of 1 dB generally corresponds to a noticeable di erence while acceptable
picture quality requires values greater than 30 dB. Since PSNR is more commonly
used than MSE, we will use instead of (1), (2), and (3)
2552 ;
P SN Re = 10 log
(4)
10

P SN Rd

De

= 10 log10 255
; and
Dd
2

(5)

P SN R = P SN Re P SN Rd = 10 log10 DDde = 10 log10 De D+eD ;
(6)
when presenting experimental results. Now, after having de ned the necessary distortion measures, we return to the problem of bit allocation between source and channel
coding by introducing the distortion-distortion function.
2.3

Distortion { Distortion Function

Consider again the wireless video transmission system illustrated in Fig. 1. Assume
that a modulation scheme is used which provides a constant \raw" bit-rate Rc. By operating the video encoder at a bit-rate Re  Rc, the remaining bit-rate Rc Re can be
utilized for error control information to increase the reliability of the transmission over
the wireless channel and thus reduce the Residual Word Error Rate (RWER) which
describes the probability of residual errors after channel decoding. As noted above,
there is a fundamental trade-o between throughput and reliability, corresponding to
the bit allocation between source and channel coding characterized by the code rate
r = Re =Rc .
Altering the bit allocation between source and channel coding has two e ects on
the picture quality of the video signal d at the decoder output. First, a reduction of
r reduces the bit-rate available to the video encoder and thus degrades the picture
quality at the encoder regardless of transmission errors. The actual PSNRe reduction
is determined by the operational distortion-rate function De(Re ) of the video encoder.
On the other hand, the residual error rate is reduced when reducing r, determined
by the properties of the error control channel, i.e., the channel codec, the modulation
scheme, and the characteristic of the channel. Finally, a reduction in RWER leads to a
reduction in PSNR depending on several implementation issues, such as resynchronization, packetization, and error concealment, all of which are associated with the
7

video decoder. The interaction of the various characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The upper right graph shows the resulting trade-o between PSNRe and PSNR and
provides a compact overview of the overall system behavior. Because the curve shows
the dependency between two distortion measures, we refer to it as the operational
Distortion { Distortion Function (DDF). Note that the overall picture quality at the
decoder, PSNRd, increases from top-left towards bottom-right as illustrated in the
gure. Therefore, if desired, DDFs can also be used to evaluate the overall distortion.
Video Decoder

∆PSNR
PSNRd

Distortion-Distortion
Function (DDF)
RWER

PSNRe

r=1

Video Encoder

Error Control Channel

r=0

r

Figure 2: Interaction of system components when varying the bit allocation between
source and channel coding, characterized by the channel code rate r. PSNRe is the
picture quality after encoding and PSNR is the loss of picture quality caused by
residual errors. An important system parameter of the error control channel is the
residual word error rate (RWER). The upper right curve is the Distortion { Distortion
Function of the wireless video system and is a compact description of the overall
performance.
The DDF is a useful tool to study the in uence of parameters or algorithms in
the video codec for a given error control channel. Instead of building a combined
distortion measure, both distortion types are available to evaluate the resulting system
performance without additional assumption of how they have to be combined, as long
as subjective quality decreases with both increasing De and increasing D.
As pointed out in Section 2.2, De is a useful distortion measure for source coding as
long as the video signal is impaired by the same kind of distortion. More formally, let
Q be the average subjective video quality as perceived by a representative group of test
persons. For De to be useful for coder optimization, we require that Q  f (De) for the
set of impaired video sequences considered, where f (:) is a monotonically decreasing
function. The exact form of f (:) is irrelevant. With a similar argument, D is useful
to optimize the error control channel and the video decoder, if the subjective quality
Q  g (D), where g (:) is monotonically decreasing.
For the joint optimization of source and channel coding, we require a subjective
quality function Q  h(De ; D) that captures the superposition of the two di erent
types of distortions. Unfortunately, measuring h(:; :) would require tedious subjective
tests, and no such tests have been carried out to the authors' best knowledge. Never8

∆PSNR [dB]

theless, we can safely assume that h(:; :) would be monotonically decreasing with De
and D, and, fortunately, this monotonicity condition is often all we need when using
DDFs to evaluate and compare error resilience techniques. In many situations, DDFs
to be compared do not intersect in a wide range of Dd and D. In this case it is
possible to pick the best scheme for any Q  h(De; D) as long as the monotonicity
condition holds. This greatly simpli es the evaluation of video transmission systems,
since the diÆcult question of a combined subjective quality measure for source coding
and transmission error distortion is circumvented.
Fig. 3 illustrates two typical DDFs using PSNRe and PSNR as a quality measure.
Because video codec B consistently su ers a smaller PSNR loss due to transmission
errors, it is the better choice. Note that DDFs do not solve the problem of optimum
bit allocation between source and channel coding, as this requires the knowledge of
h(:; :). In practical system design, the best bit allocation can be determined in a nal
subjective test, where di erent systems are presented that sample the best obtained
DDF.

Video Codec A

Video Codec B

PSNRe [dB]

Figure 3: Distortion{Distortion Function (DDF) of two video codecs. Because codec
B consistently provides a smaller PSNR loss (PSNR) for the same picture quality at
the encoder (PSNRe ), it is the superior scheme.

3 Combating Transmission Errors

Before discussing error resilience techniques in the video encoder and decoder, we
provide an introduction to error control techniques in the channel codec. Because the
characteristics of the physical channel play an important role, we will rst consider the
properties of the mobile radio channel and the issue of modulation. For error control,
we will focus on Reed-Solomon codes, interleaving, and automatic repeat request.
Because of the increasing importance of open, Internet-style packet networks, we also
consider the e ect of packetization that can cause error ampli cation.
The following discussion also includes a description of the simulation environment
that is used throughout this chapter. For modulation and channel coding we use
standard components rather than advanced coding and modulation techniques. This
is justi ed by our focus on video coding and by the fact that the selected standard
9

components are well suited to illustrate the basic problems and trade-o s. Most of the
conclusions that are derived in later sections also apply to other scenarios because the
underlying concepts are very general. For more information on coding and modulation
techniques that are employed in the next generation mobile networks, we refer to
Chapter 5 \Wireless Networks". These are not discussed in detail below because the
interface to the error control channel will behave similarly, resulting in similar problems
and solutions on the source coding level.
3.1

Characteristics of the Mobile Radio Channel

The mobile radio channel is a hostile medium. Besides absorption, the propagation of
electromagnetic waves is in uenced by three basic mechanisms: re ection, di raction,
and scattering. In conjunction with mobility of the transmitter and/or receiver, these
mechanisms cause several phenomena, such as time-varying delay spread or spectral
broadening, which can severely impair the transmission. These will be brie y discussed
in the following. More information can be found in Chapter 5 \Wireless Networks"
or [28] [29] [30]. The intention of this section is to show that the underlying physical
mechanisms result in fundamental performance limits for wireless transmission. As a
result, the use of error control techniques in the video codec is of increased importance.
When a mobile terminal moves within a larger area, the distance between the
radio transmitter and receiver often varies signi cantly. Furthermore, the number and
type of objects between transmitter and receiver usually changes and might cause
shadowing. The resulting attenuation of radio frequency (RF) power is described by
the path loss. In an outdoor environment, the path loss is a ected by hills, forests,
or buildings. In an indoor environment, the electromagnetic properties of blocking
walls and ceilings are of importance. The e ect of these objects and the distance to
the transmitter can be described by empirical models [28] [30]. Usually, these models
include a mean path loss as a function of distance (nth power law) and a random
variation about that mean (log-normal distribution). For our experimental results in
this chapter we assume that the path loss is constant for the duration of a simulation
(approximately 10 seconds), and hence assume constant (average) Eb=N0.
Besides large-scale fading as described by path loss, small changes in position can
also result in dramatic variations of RF energy. This small-scale fading is a characteristic e ect in mobile radio communication and is caused by multipath propagation.
In a wireless communication system, a signal can travel from transmitter to receiver
over multiple re ective paths. Each re ection arrives from a di erent direction with a
di erent delay and, hence, for a narrowband signal, undergoes a di erent attenuation
and phase shift. The superposition of these individual signal components can cause
constructive and destructive interference alternating at a small scale (as small as half
a wavelength). For a moving receiver, this space-variant signal strength is perceived as
a time-variant channel, where the velocity of the mobile terminal determines the speed
of uctuation. Small-scale fading is often associated with Rayleigh fading because, if
the multiple re ective paths are large in number and equally signi cant, the envelope
of the received signal is described by a Rayleigh pdf (probability density function).
An important problem caused by multipath propagation is delay spread. For a
single transmitted impulse, the time Tm between the rst and last received components
of signi cant amplitude represents the maximum excess delay, which is an important
parameter to characterize the channel. If Tm is bigger than the symbol duration Ts,
neighboring symbols interfere with each other, causing Intersymbol Interference (ISI).
This channel type requires special mitigation techniques such as equalization and will
not be considered in the following. Instead, we focus on at fading channels, with
Tm < Ts . In this case, all the received multipath components of a symbol arrive
within the symbol duration and no ISI is present. Here, the main degradation is
10

the destructive superposition of phasor components, which can yield a substantial
reduction in signal amplitude. Note, however, that the error resilience techniques
described in Section 4 are also applicable to ISI channels given appropriate channel
coding.
Similar to the delay spread in the time-domain, the received signal can also be
spread in the frequency-domain. For a single transmitted sinusoid, the receiver may
observe multiple signals at shifted frequency positions. This spectral broadening is
caused by the Doppler shift of an electromagnetic wave when observed from a moving
object. The amount of shift for each re ective path depends on the incident direction
relative to the velocity vector of the receiver. The maximum shift magnitude is called
the Doppler frequency fD , which is equal to the mobile velocity divided by the carrier
wavelength. For the dense-scatterer model, which assumes a uniform distribution of
re ections from all directions, the resulting Doppler power spectrum has a typical bowlshaped characteristic with maximum frequency fD (also known as Jakes spectrum
[29]). This model is frequently used in the literature to simulate the mobile radio
channel and is also used in this chapter. Note that the Doppler power spectrum has an
important in uence on the time-variant behavior of the channel because it is directly
related to the temporal correlation of the received signal amplitude via the Fourier
transform. For a given carrier frequency, the correlation increases with decreasing
mobile velocity, such that slowly moving terminals encounter longer fades (and error
bursts). Therefore, fD is often used to characterize how rapidly the fading amplitude
changes.
In summary, mobile radio transmission has to cope with time-varying channel conditions of both large and small scale. These variations are mainly caused by the motion
of the transmitter or the receiver resulting in propagation path changes. As a result,
errors are not limited to single bit errors but tend to occur in bursts. In severe fading situations the loss of synchronization may even cause an intermittent loss of the
connection. As we will see, this property makes it diÆcult to design error control
techniques that provide high reliability at high throughput and low delay.
3.2

Modulation

Since we cannot feed bits to the antenna directly, an appropriate digital modulation
scheme is needed. Usually, a sinusoidal carrier wave of frequency fc is modi ed in
amplitude, phase, and/or frequency depending on the digital data that shall be transmitted. This results in three basic modulation techniques, known as Amplitude Shift
Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), and Phase Shift Keying (PSK). However, other schemes and hybrids are also popular. In general, the modem operates at
a xed symbol rate Rs, such that its output signal is cyclostationary with the symbol
interval Ts = 1=Rs. In the most basic case, one symbol corresponds to one bit. For
example, Binary PSK (BPSK) uses two waveforms with identical amplitude and frequency but a phase shift of 180 degrees. Higher order modulation schemes can choose
from a larger set of waveforms, and hence provide higher bit-rates for the same symbol
interval, but they are also less robust against noise for the same average transmission
power.
The choice of a modulation scheme is a key issue in the design of a mobile communication system because each scheme possesses di erent performance characteristics. In
most cases, however, the selection of a modulation scheme reduces to a consideration
of the power and bandwidth availability in the intended application. For example, in
cellular telephony the principle design goal is the minimization of spectral occupancy
by a single user, such that the number of paying customers is maximized for the allocated radio spectrum. Thus, an issue of increasing importance for cellular systems
is to select bandwidth-eÆcient modulation schemes. On the other hand, the lifetime
11

of a portable battery also limits the energy that can be used for the transmission of
each bit, Eb , and hence power eÆciency is also of importance. A detailed discussion of
modulation techniques is beyond the scope of this chapter and the reader is referred
to [31] [32] for detailed information.
We conclude this section by describing the modulation scheme and parameters that
are used for simulations in this chapter. Some of the modem parameters are motivated
by the radio communication system DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications). Though DECT is an ETSI standard originally intended for cordless telephony, it provides a wide range of services for cordless personal communications which
makes it very attractive for mobile multimedia applications [33] [30]. Similar to DECT,
we use BPSK for modulation and a carrier frequency of fc = 1900 MHz. For moderate speeds (35 km/h) a typical Doppler frequency is fD = 62 Hz, which will be used
throughout the simulations in the remainder of this chapter. According to the double
slot format of DECT, we assume a total bit rate of Rc = 80 kbps that is available for
both source and channel coding. For simplicity we do not assume any TDMA structure and use a symbol interval of Ts = 1/80 ms. Note that the Doppler frequency fD
together with Ts determine the correlation of bit errors at the demodulator. Example
bit error sequences shown in Fig. 4 exhibit severe burst errors.
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Figure 4: Illustration of burst errors encountered for Rayleigh fading channel (Doppler
frequency fD = 62 Hz, Eb =N0 = 18 dB) and BPSK modulation (symbol interval Ts =
1/80 ms).
3.3

Channel Coding and Error Control

In this section, we discuss two main categories of channel coding and error control:
FEC and ARQ. The latter requires a feedback channel to transmit retransmission
requests, while FEC has no such requirement. We also address Interleaving as a way
to enhance FEC in the presence of burst errors. In the following we will discuss the
trade-o between (1) throughput, (2) reliability, and (3) delay of the error control
channel and present some simulation results for illustration.
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Forward Error Correction

FEC techniques fall in two broad categories { block coding and convolutional coding.
Though they are very di erent in detail, they both follow the same basic principle.
At the transmitter, parity check information is inserted into the bitstream such that
the receiver can detect and possibly correct errors that occur during transmission.
The amount of redundancy is usually expressed in terms of the channel code rate r,
which takes on values between zero (no payload information) and one (no redundancy).
Though convolutional codes are as important in practice as block codes, we will use
block codes to explain and illustrate the performance of FEC.
For block coding, the bitstream is grouped into blocks of k bits. Then, redundancy
is added by mapping k information bits to a code word containing
n > k bits. Thus,
the code rate of block codes is given by r = k=n. The set of 2k code words is called
the channel code C (n; k). For a systematic code, the k information bits are not altered
and n k check bits are simply appended to the payload bits. Decoding is achieved
by determining the most likely transmitted code word given a received block of n bits.
The error correction capability of a C (n; k) code is primarily in uenced by the
minimum Hamming distance dmin . The Hamming distance of two binary code words
is the number of bits in which they di er. For a code with minimum Hamming distance
dmin the number of bit errors that can be corrected is at least
t = b(dmin 1)=2c:
Therefore, the design of codes, i.e., the selection of 2k code words from the set of
n
2 possible codewords, is an important issue as dmin should be as large as possible.
For large n, this is not straightforward, especially when also considering the problem
of decoding. Furthermore, there are fundamental limits in the maximization of dmin ,
such as the Singleton bound
dmin  n k + 1:
Fortunately, channel coding is a mature discipline that has come up with many
elegant and clever methods for the nontrivial tasks of code design and decoding algorithms. In the following, we will limit the discussion to the Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes as a particularly useful class of block codes that actually achieve the Singleton bound. Other block codes of practical importance include Bose-ChaudhuriHocquenghem (BCH), Reed-Muller, and Golay codes [23].
Reed-Solomon codes are used in many applications, ranging from the compact disk
(CD) to mobile radio communications (e.g. DECT). Their popularity is due to their
exibility and excellent error correction capabilities. RS codes are non-binary block
codes that operate on multi-bit symbols rather than individual bits. If a symbol is
composed of m bits, the RS encoder for an RS (N; K ) code groups the incoming data
stream into blocks of K information symbols (Km bits) and appends N K parity
symbols to each block. For RS codes operating on m-bit symbols, the maximum block
length is Nmax = 2m 1. By using shortened RS codes, any smaller value for N can
be selected, which provides a great exibility in system design. Additionally, K can be
chosen exibly, allowing a wide range of code rates. Later on, we will take advantage
of this exibility to investigate di erent bit allocations between source and channel
coding.
Let us now consider the error correction capability of an RS (N; K ) code. Let E be
the number of corrupted symbols in a block containing N symbols. Note that a symbol
is corrupted when any of its m bits is in error. Though this seems to be a drawback for
single bit errors, it can actually be advantageous for the correction of burst errors, as
typically encountered in the mobile radio channel. As RS codes achieve the Singleton
bound, the minimum number of correctable errors is given by
T = b(N K )=2c;
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and the RS decoder can correct any pattern of symbol errors as long as E  T . In
other words, for every two additional parity symbols, an additional symbol error can
be corrected. If more than E symbol errors are contained in a block, the RS decoder
can usually detect the error. For large blocks, undetected errors are very improbable,
especially when the decoder backs o from the Singleton bound for error correction
(bounded distance decoding). The probability that a block cannot be corrected is
usually described by the Residual Word Error Rate (RWER). In general, the RWER
decreases with increasing K and with increasing Eb=N0.
The performance of RS codes for the mobile radio channel discussed previously
is shown in Fig. 5. On the left side we show the RWER for a variation of r. For
a given value of Eb=N0, the RWER can be reduced by approximately one to two
orders of magnitude by varying the code rate in the illustrated range. This gain in
RWER is very moderate due to the bursty nature of the wireless channel. For channels
without memory, such as the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the same
reduction in r would provide a signi cantly higher reduction in RWER. In this case it
is possible to achieve very high reliability (RWER < 10 6) with only little parity-check
information and resilience techniques in the video codec would hardly be necessary.
For bursty channels, however, the e ectiveness of FEC is limited as the error correction
capability is often exceeded when a block is a ected by a burst. Note that the left
side of Fig. 5 illustrates the trade-o between throughput (r) and reliability (RWER)
of the error control channel.
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Figure 5: Residual word error rate (RWER) for the variation of channel code rate r
(left) and block size N (right). Rayleigh fading with BPSK modulation and ReedSolomon codes operating on 8-bit symbols are assumed.
The right side of Fig. 5 shows the RWER for a variation of the block length N .
The dashed lines will be considered later. From the solid lines it can be seen that the
increase in block length can be very e ective for high Eb=N0. Note that the throughput
is not a ected, as the code rate is kept constant at r = 1=2. However, the trade-o
between reliability (RWER) and delay (N ) has to be considered when choosing N .
On the one hand, the error correction capability of a block code increases with the
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block length. On the other hand, long blocks introduce additional delay (assuming
constant code rate and source rate). Usually the acceptable delay is determined by the
application. For le transfer high delays in the order of several seconds are acceptable.
For conversational services, such as voice or video telephony, a maximum round trip
delay of 250 ms should not be exceeded. For low-delay video applications, the frame
interval usually sets the upper bound. For example, assuming 12.5 fps video and a
total bit-rate of Rc = 80 kbps, the resulting maximum block length is n = 6400 bit.
However, shorter blocks are preferable because other e ects also contribute to the
overall delay.
Besides the limitations on N which are imposed by delay considerations, there
are also implementation and complexity constraints. In particular the decoding of
block codes in case of errors is a task that becomes computationally demanding for
large N . The number of bits that are combined to symbols in RS codes is usually
less than mand most commonly equal to 8, thus allowing a maximum block length of
Nmax = 2
1 = 255 bytes.
Note that a limited block length can cause severe problems for FEC schemes when
the transmission channel tends to burst errors. Either a block is a ected by a burst, in
which case the error correction capability is often exceeded, or the block is transmitted
error-free and the additional redundancy is wasted. To overcome this limitation, FEC
is often enhanced by a technique known as Interleaving.
Interleaving

The idea behind interleaving is to spread the error burst in time. In a simple block
interleaver, encoded blocks of N symbols are loaded into a rectangular matrix row by
row. After M rows are collected, the symbols are then read out column by column for
transmission. At the receiver, this reordering of symbols is inverted and the blocks are
passed to the FEC decoder. For burst errors, this e ectively reduces the concentration
of errors in single code words, i.e., a burst of b consecutive symbol errors causes a
maximum of b=M symbol errors in each code word. For large M , the interleaver/deinterleaver pair thus creates in e ect a memoryless channel. Though interleaving
can be implemented with low complexity it also su ers from increased delay, depending
on the number of interleaved blocks M . The dashed lines on the right side of Fig. 5
illustrate the e ectiveness of interleaving in the given error control channel. As the
basic block length we use N = 48 symbols. For the same delay, essentially the same
performance can be achieved as for increased block length, providing the same tradeo between reliability and delay. However, also larger blocks than Nmax = 255 can be
obtained at reduced complexity. Therefore interleaving is a frequently used technique
for bursty channels if the additional delay is acceptable.
Automatic Repeat Request

Another error control technique that can be used to exchange reliability for delay and
throughput is Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ). In contrast to FEC, ARQ requires a
feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter, and therefore cannot be used
in systems where such a channel is not available (e.g., broadcasting).
For ARQ, the incoming bitstream is grouped into blocks, similar to FEC. Each
block is extended by a header including a Sequence Number (SN) and an error detection code at the end of each block { often a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
This information is used at the receiver for error detection and to request the retransmission of corrupted blocks using Positive Acknowledgments (ACKs) and/or Negative
Acknowledgments (NAKs) which are sent back via the feedback channel. Usually, retransmissions are repeated until error-free data are received or a time-out is exceeded.
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This basic operation can be implemented in various forms with di erent implications on throughput, complexity and delay. There are three basic ARQ schemes in
use: Stop And Wait (SW), Go Back N (GN), and Selective Repeat (SR) [6]. Though
SR-ARQ requires bu ering and reordering of out-of-sequence blocks, it provides the
highest throughput. Another possibility to enhance ARQ schemes is the combination
with FEC, which is known as Hybrid ARQ. For a detailed analysis of throughput the
reader is referred to [23] and [34], both of which also consider the case of noisy feedback
channels. Furthermore, the application of ARQ in fading channels is analyzed in [35],
while [36] proposes an ARQ protocol that adapts to a variable error rate by switching
between two modes.
One critical issue in ARQ is delay, because the duration between retransmission
attempts is determined by the Round Trip Delay (RTD). Thus, if the number of
necessary retransmission attempts is A, the total delay until reception is at least
D = A  RTD. As A depends on the quality of the channel, the resulting delay and
throughput are not predictable and vary over time. For applications, where delay is not
critical, ARQ is an elegant and eÆcient error control technique, and it has been used
extensively, e.g., in the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) of the Internet. For realtime video transmission, however, the delay associated with classic ARQ techniques is
often unacceptable.
The situation has improved slightly in the past few years through delay-constrained
or soft ARQ protocols. One simple approach to limit delay with ARQ is to allow at
most A = D=RTD retransmissions, where D is the maximum acceptable delay. As this
may result in residual errors, the trade-o reliability vs. delay has to be considered. A
given maximum-delay constraint can also be met by adjusting the source rate of the
video codec. If a close interaction between source coding and channel is possible, the
rate of the video codec can be directly controlled by the currently available throughput
[37] [38]. The e ectiveness of this approach for wireless video transmission over DECT
has been demonstrated already in 1992 [7]. If such a close interaction is not possible,
scalable video coding has to be used [8] [39] [40]. Other re nements of ARQ schemes
proposed for video include the retransmission of more strongly compressed video [41]
or the retransmission of multiple copies [9] in a packet network. Nevertheless, ARQ
can only be used for applications with relatively large acceptable delay and/or very
low RTDs { or with limited reliability.
3.4

IP over Wireless

Future wireless video applications will have to work over an open, layered, Internetstyle network with a wired backbone and wireless extensions. Therefore, common
protocols will have to be used for the transmission across the wired and the wireless
portion of the network. These protocols will most likely be future re nements and
extensions of today's protocols built around the Internet Protocol (IP). One issue
that arises when operating IP over a wireless radio link is that of fragmentation and
reassembly of IP packets. Because wireless radio networks typically use frame sizes
that are a lot smaller than the maximum IP packet size, big IP packets have to be
fragmented into several smaller packets for transmission and reassembled again at the
receiving network node. Unfortunately, if any one of the small packets is corrupted,
then the original big packet will be dropped completely, thus increasing the e ective
packet loss rate. One way to avoid fragmentation is to use the minimum packet size
along the path from the transmitter to the receiver. However, this information is
usually not available at the terminal. Furthermore, the overhead of the IP packet
headers (typically 48 bytes with IP/UDP/RTP) may become prohibitive.
The resulting error ampli cation is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the investigated error
control channel, where the fragments of the IP packet are mapped to FEC blocks. As
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can be seen, the e ective RWER increases with the number of blocks that are necessary to convey the original packet. This problem has to be considered for the design
of future multimedia-aware protocols, e.g., by allowing corrupt fragments within the
reassembled IP-packet which are indicated in the header. However, we will not further
discuss this (and other) problems that arise from intermediate network layers. Here,
our intention is merely to point out that there are important protocol enhancements
to be considered to avoid unnecessary performance degradation.
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4 Error Resilience Techniques for Low Bit-Rate
Video

In this section we focus on error resilience techniques that can be used in the video
codec to improve the overall performance. As an example, we use the important H.263
video compression standard. Most of the ideas discussed can also be applied to other
video coding algorithms, and are also covered in Chapter 8, \Error Resilience Coding".
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and terms of the H.263
video compression standard. For a review, we refer to Part I, \Compressed Video
Standards" or [42] [43].
Although we restrict our investigation to methods that are supported by the current
H.263 syntax, it is still very diÆcult to provide a complete analysis. On the one hand,
H.263 includes various optional coding modes that can be used for error resilience in
many combinations. On the other hand, the operation of the encoder is not standardized, such that the present syntax can be used in a very exible way. The clever
combination of existing options that may not even be intended for error resilience can
signi cantly increase the performance of a wireless video system. Furthermore, the
operation of the decoder in the case of errors is not covered by the current version
of the H.263 standard. Although ITU-T Study Group 16 intends to include error
detection and error concealment in future versions of Recommendation H.263, it is
not covered at present and the performance of the decoder therefore depends heavily
on a particular implementation. Because of this exibility in mode combinations and
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decoder operation, we can only discuss the most common and e ective error resilience
techniques.
4.1

Input Format and Rate Control

To achieve high compression, as required for the transmission over mobile radio channels at low bit-rates, both the spatial resolution and the frame rate have to be reduced
compared to standard television pictures. We use the QCIF format (Quarter Common
Intermediate Format, 176144 pixels) for our simulations, which is the most common
input format at the considered range of bit-rates. As a typical frame rate we use 12.5
fps (frames per second). Though a variable frame rate in the range of 5 to 15 fps may
be advantageous for subjective quality, we maintain a xed rate of 12.5 fps to allow a
fair comparison between di erent approaches based on PSNR values. Unless otherwise
stated, we use sequences of 300 frames, i.e., 150 encoded frames covering a time period
of 12 seconds. Because the transmission over an unreliable channel introduces random
errors, several simulations have to be performed for di erent channel realizations to
obtain averaged results according to (2). For each investigated error resilience technique and parameter setting (FEC, Eb =N0, INTRA percentage, : : :) we use L = 30
channel realizations.
We use a simple rate control in our simulations. Each frame is encoded with a
xed quantizer step size, which is adapted frame by frame to obtain a given target
bit rate. The adaptation of the quantizer step size is performed as follows. First the
mode decision is performed according to TMN5 [44] for the whole frame, and then the
resulting prediction error is transformed and quantized with di erent quantizer step
sizes. Finally, the value that minimizes the deviation from a desired bu er fullness
is selected. This rate control reduces bu er variations to an acceptable amount, and
hence allows the transmission over a constant bit-rate channel with limited delay.
In practice, more sophisticated quantizer control algorithms could be used that can
further reduce bu er uctuations at improved rate-distortion performance. For more
information on rate control algorithms and their implications on performance and
delay, see Chapter 9, \Variable Bit-Rate Video Coding."
4.2

Error Detection and Resynchronization

Transmission errors can be detected in a variety of ways. With FEC, errors can
often be detected with high reliability by the channel decoder, even if the correction
capability of the code is exceeded. For example, in H.261 and H.263 an optional FEC
framing can be used to detect errors within a BCH(511,493) code word. If a packet
protocol stack such as IP is used, lower layers often provide error detection as a basic
service. For example, this is the case for the packet video standard ITU-T Rec. H.323
(see Chapter 13, \Networked Video Systems Standards"). For our simulations, an RS
code is used with a block size of 88 bytes. This block size corresponds to the average
size of one GOB for the given input format (QCIF, 12.5 fps) and bit-rate (80 kbps).
The packetization delay in the order of a GOB can be neglected, even for low-latency
applications.
In some transmission systems, reliability information can be obtained for each received bit when the receiver provides channel state information, or when the channel
decoder provides reliability information [45] [46]. This information is then passed on
to the video decoder. In addition, the video decoder itself can detect transmission errors. The video bit-stream contains some residual redundancy, such that violations of
syntactic or semantic constraints will usually occur quickly after a loss of synchronization [13] [47] [48], [49]. For example, the decoder might not nd a matching variable
length code (VLC) word in the code table (a syntax violation), or detect that the
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decoded motion vectors, DCT coeÆcients, or quantizer step-sizes exceed their permissible range (semantic violations). Additionally, the accumulated run that is used to
place DCT coeÆcients into an 88 block might exceed 64, or the number of MBs in
a GOB might be too small or too large. Especially for severe errors, the detection
can further be supported by localizing visual artifacts that are unlikely to appear in
natural video signals. However, these inherent error detection capabilities of a video
decoder have a limited reliability and cannot exactly localize errors. Usually, several
erroneous code words are processed by the video decoder before syntactic or semantic
constraints are violated, and the distance between error location and error detection
can vary signi cantly. Therefore, external error detection mechanisms, such as FEC
framing, should be used if available.
A more diÆcult problem than error detection is resynchronization after a detected
error. Because the multiplexed video bit-stream consists of VLC words, a single bit
error often causes a loss of synchronization and a series of erroneous code words at
the decoder. Residual redundancy in non-compact VLCs can be used to design selfsynchronizing codes, such that valid symbols may be obtained again after some slippage
[50]. However, even if resynchronization is regained quickly, the appropriate location of
the decoded information within the video frame is no longer known, since the number
of missing symbols cannot be determined. Moreover, the subsequent code words are
useless if the information is encoded di erentially, as it is often the case, e.g., for motion
vectors. The common solution to this problem is to insert unique synchronization
code words into the bit-stream in regular intervals, usually followed by a block of
\header" bits. Since any conditional encoding across the resynchronization point must
be avoided, the header provides anchor values, e.g., for absolute location in the image
or current quantizer step size. Although the length of the synchronization code word
can be minimized [51], relatively long synchronization code words are used in practice
to reduce the probability of accidental emulation in the bitstream.
Recently, more advanced techniques for resynchronization have been developed in
the context of MPEG-4 and H.263++. Among several error resilience tools, data partitioning has been shown to be e ective [13]. Especially when combined with reversible
variable length coding (RVLC), which allows bit-streams to be decoded in either forward or reverse direction, the number of symbols that have to be discarded can be
reduced signi cantly. Because RVLCs can be matched well to the statistics of image
and video data, only a small penalty in coding eÆciency is incurred [52] [53]. A recently
proposed technique can even approach the eÆciency of Hu man codes by combining a
pre x and suÆx code word stream by delayed XORing [54]. Another elegant technique
that is not part of any current video coding standard has been proposed by Redmill
and Kingsbury as Error-Resilient Entropy Coding (EREC) [55]. Similar to data partitioning, a re-ordering of the bit-stream is involved. Instead of clustering all symbols
of the same type into one partition, EREC re-organizes VLC image blocks such that
each block starts at a known position within the bit-stream and the most important
information is closest to these synchronization points. More information on RVLCs
and EREC can also be found in Chapter 8, \Error Resilience Coding".
Considering H.263, the most basic way of improving resynchronization is to use
more GOB-headers, which can be inserted optionally as resynchronization points at
the beginning of each GOB. In QCIF format, 9 GOBs are encoded which consist of 11
macroblocks in one row. Except for the rst GOB that always starts with the pictureheader all GOBs may or may not include a GOB-header. The unique synchronization
word that is used in H.263 as a preamble for the GOB-header consists of 16 consecutive
0-bits followed by a 1-bit (\00000000000000001"). The encoding of anchor values in the
header that follows the synch word require 12 bits, such that the total number of bits
for a GOB-header is 29. In addition to this overhead, the rate-distortion performance
is further reduced by less e ective prediction of motion vectors. However, this reduced
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coding eÆciency is usually well compensated by improved error resilience as will be
shown below.
Because all information between two resynchronization points can be used independently from previous information in the same frame, the corresponding set of macroblocks is often used as the basic unit for decoding. In the following we use the term
slice to refer to this set of macroblocks. In the baseline mode of H.263, a slice always
corresponds to an integer number of GOBs because the placement of resynchronization points is restricted to the start of a GOB. However, in the slice structure mode
of H.263 (Annex K) the placement of resynchronization points is allowed after each
macroblock providing increased exibility. On the one hand, it is possible to further
increase the number of resynchronization points per frame, which is restricted to 9 in
QCIF baseline mode. On the other hand, it is possible to adapt the size of slices to the
size of packets or FEC blocks. When Annex K is enabled, GOB-headers are replaced
by Slice-headers with very similar functionality but slightly increased overhead (34
bits including synch word).
Typically, if a transmission error is detected within a slice, it is discarded entirely
and error concealment is invoked for all its macroblocks. This approach is also taken
throughout this chapter for the experiments. Because we employ an FEC framing
with xed block size, several slices may overlap with a single FEC block. In this case,
the decoder invokes error concealment for each slice that overlaps with the corrupted
block. To reduce the number of discarded macroblocks it is therefore particularly
important to reduce the size of slices. In the slice structure mode, the overlap of an
FEC blocks with two adjacent slices can be avoided by starting a new slice at the
beginning of the next block. This results in xed length \video packets" that include
a variable number of macroblocks. In MPEG-4, this technique has already proven to
be e ective. However, this ideal packetization requires a close interworking between
source and channel coding, which may be diÆcult in some situations. For example, in a
call through a gateway, the source coding is done in a terminal, while the packetization
is done in the gateway. Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the advantage of using an
increased number of slices per frame and the additional advantage of alignment with
packets.
Finally, Fig. 8 illustrates the performance of H.263 using di erent numbers of synch
words per frame. The slice structure mode is not enabled, but the number of synch
words is increased by inserting additional GOB-headers. Discarded macroblocks are
concealed by simply copying the corresponding image data from the reference frame
(see Section 4.3). From the left side of Fig. 8 it can be seen that the maximum number
of headers (one picture header and 8 GOB headers) is always advantageous for Eb=N0
= 26 dB. Though the loss in picture quality PSNR is only slightly improved by
using more than 5 synch words per frame, the increased overhead for 9 synch words
is still justi ed. However, it can be expected that a signi cantly higher number, as
would be possible using Annex K, would nally result in a reduced performance. In
Chapter 8, \Error Resilient Coding", the optimum amount and location of synch words
is investigated for the slice structure mode. The right side of Fig. 8 that the loss in
picture quality when a PSNR of 36 dB is required at the encoder output. For the
whole range of investigated Eb =N0 values, 9 synch words/frame provide the optimum
performance. For all other simulations in this chapter we will therefore use GOBheaders for each GOB.
4.3

Error Concealment

The severeness of residual errors can be reduced if error concealment techniques are
employed to hide visible distortion as well as possible. Since typically an entire GOB is
a ected (i.e., 16 successive luminance lines), spatial interpolation is less eÆcient than
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Figure 7: Illustration of resynchronization techniques that can be used in H.263. On
the left, the variable length macroblocks in the bitstream are illustrated together with
the xed size packets that are used for transmission. On the right, the discarded
macroblocks are illustrated in the reconstructed frame. For the illustration, a reduced
frame size of 54 macroblocks is used instead of the 119 macroblocks in the QCIF
format.
temporal extrapolation. Only in the case of very complex motion or scene cuts, it
can be advantageous to rely on the spatial correlation in the image [56] [57], or switch
between temporal and spatial concealment [58] [49]. In the simplest and most common
approach, previous frame concealment, the corrupted image content is replaced by
corresponding pixels from the previous frame. This simple approach yields good results
for sequences with little motion [47]. However, severe distortions are introduced for
image regions containing heavy motion.
If data partitioning and strong error protection for motion vectors is used, one
might rely on the transmitted motion vectors for motion-compensated concealment.
If motion vectors are lost, they can be reconstructed by appropriate techniques, for
example, by spatial interpolation of the motion vector eld [59], which can be enhanced by additionally considering the smoothness of the concealed macroblock along
the block boundaries [60] [61]. The interested reader is referred to Chapter 6, \Error
Concealment," or [9] for a comprehensive overview of concealment techniques. All
error resilience techniques discussed in the sequel bene t similarly from better concealment. Hence, it suÆces to select one technique, and we present experimental
results for the simple previous frame concealment in the following sections. Only in
this section, we also investigate a second concealment technique that we refer to as
encoded motion concealment. In this approach, the motion vectors that are used at
the encoder for prediction are also used at the decoder for motion-compensated concealment. Though this approach cannot be implemented in practice, as it assumes
error-free transmission of motion vectors, it provides an upper bound for the performance of motion-compensated concealment. Therefore it becomes possible to relate
the gains obtained by error concealment to the gains obtained by other error resilience
techniques. However, as pointed out above, error concealment is always an enhancement of, not a replacement for, other error resilience techniques.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of video quality using di erent numbers of synch words per frame.
Left: operational DDF for xed channel. Right: PSNR for xed PSNRe . The test
sequence is Mother and Daughter.
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Fig. 9 (left) illustrates the possible gain of encoded motion concealment over previous frame concealment for Eb=N0 = 22 dB. The improvement in PSNR becomes most
obvious for high residual error rates, i.e., when less bits are assigned to the channel
codec and the video encoder can obtain high values for PSNRe. At PSNRe = 36 dB
the loss in picture quality is reduced from 1 to 0.5 dB. However, it should be noted that
the test sequence used contains only moderate motion. For sequences with more complex motion, the di erence is more severe. From the right side of Fig. 9 it can be seen
that the gain obtained by error concealment can be converted into improved power
eÆciency for the transmission. For a given loss in picture quality, e.g., PSNR = 1
dB, the required value of Eb =N0 can be reduced by approximately 4 dB. In practice,
however, this reduction in transmission power may have to be paid for by increased
computation for error concealment. Nevertheless, concealment is an important error
resilience technique, because it provides signi cant gains at no overhead in bit-rate.
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Figure 9: Evaluation of video quality using di erent error concealment techniques.
Left: operational DDF for xed channel. Right: PSNR for xed PSNRe . The test
sequence is Mother and Daughter.
4.4

Mitigation of Interframe Error Propagation

Resynchronization as well as error concealment reduce the amount of image distortion
that is introduced for a given error event, e.g., a packet loss. However, they do not
prevent error propagation which is the most dominant and annoying error e ect in
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video coding. Error propagation is caused by the recursive structure of the decoder
when operating in the interframe mode. In this mode, the previously decoded frame is
used as a reference for the prediction of the current frame. Errors remaining after concealment therefore propagate to successive frames and remain visible for a long period
of time. In addition, the accumulation of several errors can result in very poor image
quality, even if the individual errors are small. Fig. 10 illustrates the typical transmission error e ects for the loss of one GOB in frame 4. Not only does the error propagate
temporally, but it also spreads spatially due to motion-compensated prediction. In the
remaining part of this chapter, we focus on error resilience techniques that mitigate
the e ect of error propagation in various ways. In general, three basic approaches are
possible to remove errors from the prediction loop, once they are introduced.
 The prediction from previous frames is omitted by using the INTRA mode.
 The prediction from previous frames is restricted to error free image regions.
 The prediction signal is attenuated by leaky prediction.
From a theoretical point of view, the rst and last items are related, since INTRA
coding can be considered as an extreme form of leaky prediction, where the prediction
signal is completely attenuated. By using the INTRA mode for a certain percentage
of the coded sequence, it is also possible to adjust the average attenuation. However,
leaky prediction is a more general scheme that provides additional exibility. Furthermore, leaky prediction is not explicitly supported by existing standards for improved
error resilience. We therefore discuss both items separately in the following.
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Figure 10: Illustration of spatio-temporal error propagation.
4.4.1 Leaky Prediction

Leaky prediction is a well-known technique to increase the robustness of Di erential
Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) systems by attenuating the energy of the prediction signal [62]. Because the attenuation is applied in each time step, the energy of
superimposed errors decays over time and is nally reduced to a negligible amount.
In contrast to speech and still image coding, this technique has not received a lot of
attention in recent contributions to error resilient video coding, even though the idea
is not new [63] [59]. Nevertheless, the underlying e ect plays an important role in
interframe error propagation of current video codecs, because leakage is introduced as
a side-e ect by spatial ltering in the motion-compensated predictor.
H.263 and all recent video compression standards employ bilinear interpolation
for sub-pixel motion compensation, which acts as a lowpass lter. Spatial ltering
in the motion-compensated predictor is a necessary ingredient for good compression
performance of a hybrid coder [64] [65]. Even with integer-pixel accurate motion
compensation, a \loop lter" should be employed. For example, in H.261, which uses
integer-pixel motion compensation, the PSNR gain due to the loop lter is up to 2
dB [2] [43]. As lowpass ltering attenuates the high spatial frequency components
of the prediction signal, leakage is introduced in the prediction loop. While error
recovery is also improved at the same time, this is really a side-e ect, and the leakage
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in the DPCM loop of standardized video codecs by itself is not strong enough for
error robustness. For this purpose, additional leakage, such as more severe lowpass
ltering could be introduced. Although this would reduce coding eÆciency, the tradeo between coding eÆciency and error resilience may be more advantageous than for
INTRA coding because of increased exibility in the design of the loop lter.
Considering the standardized H.263 syntax, the possible in uence on the spatial
loop lter and the leakage in the prediction loop is limited, especially when operating
in the baseline mode. Though it is possible to prefer half-pel motion vectors over
integer-pel motion vectors, the obtained gain is usually small. However, several coding
modes of H.263 add additional spatial ltering to the motion-compensated predictor.
For example, the advanced prediction mode (Annex F) uses overlapped block motion
compensation (OBMC) and the deblocking lter mode (Annex J) introduces additional
ltering at the borders of coarsely quantized blocks. As these options also improve
coding eÆciency, they can have a two-fold advantage for a wireless video transmission
system.
Also in the baseline mode, the in uences of leakage on interframe error propagation
in H.263 cannot be neglected. This is shown in Fig. 11 that illustrates the recovery of
PSNR after the loss of one GOB when previous frame concealment is used. The QCIF
sequence Foreman is coded in the baseline mode at 100 kbps and 12.5 fps, resulting
in an average PSNRe of about 34 dB in the error-free case. Using the reconstructed
frames at the encoder as the baseline, the loss in picture quality is calculated for each
reconstructed frame at the decoder output. The gure shows the average degradation
when each individual GOB in the fth encoded frame is lost, one at a time. Though
the error energy decays over time, a residual loss of 1 dB still remains in the sequence
after 3 seconds. Note that no macroblocks are encoded in INTRA mode, and therefore
the decay is entirely caused by spatial ltering. In contrast to leaky prediction in
one-dimensional DPCM systems, where the error energy decays exponentially, it can
be shown that the decay in MSE is roughly proportional to 1=t in hybrid video coding
[66] [67]. More precisely, the MSE at the decoder, after a transmission error that
introduces the additional error MSE0, can be modeled by
0
MSEd[t] = MSEe + 1MSE
+ t;
where is a parameter that describes the e ectiveness of the loop lter to remove
the introduced error, typically in the range 0 < < 1, and MSEe is the MSE at the
encoder. t is the frame index, with the transmission error occurring at t = 0. As can
be seen from Fig. 11, this model can describe experimental results quite accurately
when the parameters are chosen appropriately.
Because the amount of leakage in H.263 is too small to be useful for error resilience,
other techniques are needed to limit interframe error propagation. The most common
approach, which can be implemented easily in H.263, is the regular INTRA update of
image regions.
4.4.2 INTRA Update

A reliable method to stop interframe error propagation is the regular insertion of Iframes, i.e., pictures that are encoded entirely in INTRA mode. Unfortunately, for
the same picture quality I-frames typically require several times more bits than frames
encoded with reference to previous frames. Therefore, their use should be restricted as
much as possible, especially for low bit-rates. Because the regular insertion of I-frames
causes a signi cant variation in bit-rate, which has to be smoothed by bu ering for
constant bit-rate transmission, additional delay in the order of several frame intervals
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Figure 11: Recovery of picture quality after previous frame concealment of one GOB.
Leakage introduced by spatial ltering is the cause of this recovery.
is introduced. To avoid this, INTRA coding can be distributed over several frames,
such that a certain percentage of each frame is updated.
The correct choice of the INTRA percentage is a non-trivial issue that is in uenced
by the error characteristic of the channel, the decoder implementation, and the encoded
video sequence. Obviously there is a trade-o to be considered. On the one hand, an
increased percentage helps to reduce interframe error propagation. On the other hand,
the coding eÆciency is reduced at the same time. Besides the appropriate choice of
INTRA percentage, there is great exibility in the update pattern. Because the INTRA
mode can be selected by the coding control of the encoder for each macroblock, it is
up to the implementor to decide on the most e ective scheme. For example, a certain
number of INTRA coded macroblocks can be distributed randomly within a frame or
clustered together in a small region.
In a very common scheme, which is also requested in H.263, each macroblock is
assigned a counter that is incremented if the macroblock is encoded in interframe
mode. If the counter reaches a threshold T , the macroblock is encoded in INTRA
mode and the counter is reset to zero. By assigning a di erent initial o set to each
macroblock, the update time of macroblocks can be distributed uniformly within the
INTRA update interval T . However, the main reason for INTRA updates in H.263
is the IDCT mismatch rather than improved error resilience. IDCT mismatch may
cause an accumulation of errors in the prediction loop if the encoder and decoder use
slightly di erent implementations of the inverse DCT. Because this e ect is usually
small, a rather long update interval is suÆcient. The H.263 standard requests a minimum value of T = 132. However, lower values are advantageous for error resilience.
In our simulations we use a very similar update scheme and refer to it as periodic
INTRA update. The only di erence is that we also increment the counter for skipped
macroblocks to guarantee a regular update of all image regions.
Other update schemes have been proposed in the literature to further improve
the e ectiveness of INTRA coding. In [59] and [68] it has been shown that it is
advantageous to consider the image content when deciding on the frequency of INTRA
coding. For example, image regions that cannot be concealed very well should be
refreshed more often, whereas no INTRA coding is necessary for completely static
background. This idea can also be included in a rate{distortion optimized encoding
framework as proposed in [69] and [26], which is also discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8, \Error Resilience Coding". Finally, di erent INTRA coding patterns,
such as 9 randomly distributed macroblocks, 19, or 33 groups of macroblocks have
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been compared by Zhu and Kerofsky [25]. Though the shape of di erent patterns
slightly in uences the performance, the selection of the correct INTRA percentage
has a signi cantly higher in uence. We employ the periodic INTRA update scheme
described above.
The results for the simulated transmission over a Rayleigh channel are presented
in Fig. 12. From the DDF (left) it can seen that a choice of 6 % INTRA macroblocks
results in the optimum performance for the Rayleigh fading channel at Eb =N0 = 18
dB. Note that lower as well as higher percentages reduce the performance at a given
value of PSNRe . In particular, the loss in PSNR is as much as 4 dB when comparing
6 % INTRA vs. 0 % INTRA at PSNRe = 36 dB. The right side of Fig. 12 shows that
6 % INTRA macroblocks is also the optimum choice for the whole range of channel
conditions that are investigated. Therefore we will use this number in all following
simulations. In fact, the results that we presented in the previous sections also use
the described INTRA update scheme and 6 % INTRA macroblocks. Note, however,
that the optimum INTRA percentage depends on the encoded sequence as well as the
RWER and the concealment algorithm employed. In practice, it is therefore diÆcult
to select the correct INTRA percentage.
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Figure 12: Evaluation of video quality using di erent amounts of INTRA coded macroblocks. Left: operational DDF for xed channel. Right: PSNR for xed PSNRe .
The test sequence is Mother and Daughter.
4.4.3 Error Con nement

Leaky prediction and INTRA coding mainly address the problem of temporal error
propagation. However, interframe error propagation also results in a spatial error
spreading, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Due to motion-compensated prediction, errors
may move from their original location to other parts of the frame and may even spread
over the whole image. In some situations it is easier to combat the error by con ning
it to a well-de ned sub-region of the frame. This can be achieved by restricting the
range of motion vectors, such that no information outside the sub-region is used for
prediction. In e ect, the video sequence is partitioned into sub-videos that can be
decoded independently.
Though the restriction of motion vectors could be guaranteed by the coding control
of the encoder without any additional changes to the syntax, H.263 o ers an optional
mode for such a sub-video technique to allow a clearer and easier implementation.
The Independent Segment Decoding mode (ISD mode) is described in Annex R of
H.263. It can also be combined with the Slice Structure mode, but we restrict the
discussion to the case in which a segment is identical to a GOB (assuming GOB-headers
for each GOB). In the ISD mode, each GOB is encoded as an individual sub-video
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independently from other GOBs. All GOB boundaries are treated just like picture
boundaries. This approach signi cantly reduces the eÆciency of motion compensation,
particularly for vertical motion, since image content outside the current GOB must not
be used for prediction. To reduce the loss of coding eÆciency the ISD mode is therefore
often combined with the Unrestricted Motion Vector mode (UMV mode) which allows
motion vectors pointing outside the coded picture area by extrapolating the image (or
sub-video) borders. In spite of the UMV mode, typical losses in PSNR in the range
from 0.2 to 2.0 dB often have to be accepted.
In case of transmission errors, the ISD mode assures that errors inside a GOB will
not propagate to other GOBs, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Of course, the ISD mode
alone does not solve the problem of temporal error propagation. It only simpli es
keeping track of the error e ects. However, the use of INTRA coding can also be used
within each sub-video with very similar results. Because the ISD mode alone does
not in uence the overall performance signi cantly, we do not provide speci c wireless
video simulation results. Instead, we use this mode in combination with other modes
described below.
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Figure 13: Illustration of spatio-temporal error propagation when the Independent
Segment Decoding mode is used.
4.5

Feedback Based Error Control

As shown in the previous section, the remaining distortion after error concealment
of corrupted image regions may be visible in the video sequence for several seconds.
Although INTRA update schemes, as discussed above, help to limit the duration
of error propagation, they also reduce coding eÆciency. Furthermore, the optimum
INTRA percentage is diÆcult to select in practice. In this section we discuss error
resilience techniques that overcome these problems by utilizing a feedback channel from
the receiver to the transmitter. As this approach assumes a special system architecture,
we treat it in a separate section. The reader is also referred to Chapter 10 (\Feedback
of Rate and Loss Information") for further techniques that utilize a feedback channel.
In our context, the feedback channel indicates which parts of the bit-stream were
received intact and/or which parts of the video signal could not be decoded and had
to be concealed. Depending on the desired error behavior, negative acknowledgment
(NAK) or positive acknowledgment (ACK) messages can be sent. Typically, an ACK
or NAK refers to a series of macroblocks or an entire GOB. NAKs require a lower bitrate than ACKs, since they are only sent when errors actually occur, while ACKs have
to be sent continuously. In either case, the required bit-rate is very modest compared
to the video bit-rate of the forward channel. The feedback message is usually not part
of the video syntax but transmitted in a di erent layer of the protocol stack where
control information is exchanged. For example, in conjunction with H.263, ITU-T
Recommendation H.245 [70] allows reporting of the temporal and spatial location
of MBs that could not be decoded successfully and had to be concealed. Since the
information is transmitted using a retransmission protocol, the error-free reception is
guaranteed. However, additional delay may be introduced in the case of errors. In
the following we assume that ACKs/NAKs are received reliably after a relatively large
round trip delay of 300 ms.
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4.5.1 Error Tracking

The Error Tracking approach uses the INTRA mode for selected MBs to stop interframe error propagation but limits its use to severely a ected image regions only.
During error-free transmission, the more e ective INTER mode is used and the system therefore adapts e ectively to varying channel conditions. This is accomplished
by processing the NAKs from a feedback channel in the coding control of the encoder.
Based on the information of a NAK, the encoder can reconstruct the interframe error
propagation at the decoder. The coding control of a forward-adaptive encoder can
then e ectively stop interframe error propagation by avoiding the reference to severely
a ected MBs, e.g., by selecting the INTRA mode. If error concealment is successful
and the error of a certain MB is small, the encoder may decide that INTRA coding is
not necessary. For severe errors, a large number of MBs is encoded in INTRA mode,
and the encoder may have to use a coarser quantizer to maintain a constant frame-rate
and bit-rate. In this case, the overall picture quality at the source encoder decreases
with a higher frequency of NAKs. Unlike retransmission techniques such as ARQ, Error Tracking does not increase the delay between encoder and decoder. It is therefore
particularly suitable for applications that require a short latency.
Fig. 14 illustrates Error Tracking for the same example as in Fig. 10. As soon as
the NAK is received with a system-dependent round-trip delay, the impaired MBs are
determined and error propagation can be terminated by INTRA coding these MBs
(frames 7-9). A longer round-trip delay just results in a later start of the error recovery. Note that it is necessary to track the shifting location of the errors to stop error
propagation completely. In order to reconstruct the interframe error propagation that
has occurred at the decoder, the encoder could store its own output bit-stream and
decode it again, taking into account the reported loss of GOBs. While this approach is
not feasible for a real-time implementation, it illustrates that the encoder, in principle,
possesses all the information necessary to reconstruct the spatio-temporal error propagation at the decoder, once the NAKs have been received. For a practical system, the
interframe error propagation has to be estimated with a low-complexity algorithm, as
described in [71], [14], and [15] for a macroblock-based coder, such as H.263. A worst
case estimate of error propagation that does not consider the severeness of errors is
proposed by Wada [72].
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Figure 14: Illustration of spatio-temporal error propagation when Error Tracking is
used.
The basic idea of the low-complexity algorithm is to carry out Error Tracking
with macroblock resolution rather than pixel resolution. This is suÆcient since the
INTRA/INTER mode decision at the coder and the error concealment decision at
the decoder are carried out for entire MBs as well. In a cyclical bu er for all MBs
of the last several frames, the spatial overlap of MBs in successive frames due to
motion-compensated prediction is stored, along with the error energy that would be
introduced if concealment had to be used. If a NAK is received that indicates an error
a few frames back, this error energy is \released" and \ripples" through the directed
graph of frame-to-frame dependencies to the macroblocks of the current frame. Since
all calculations are carried out on the MB level, the computational burden and memory
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requirements are small compared to the actual encoding of the video. For example, at
QCIF resolution, there are only 99 MBs in each frame, as opposed to 38,016 luminance
and chrominance samples.
Error Tracking is particularly attractive since it does not require any modi cations
of the bit-stream syntax of the motion-compensated hybrid coder. It is therefore fully
compatible with standards such as H.261, H.263, or MPEG. The ITU-T recommends
using previous frame concealment and Error Tracking with baseline H.263 and has
included an informative appendix (Appendix 1) with Recommendation H.263. In
addition, minor extensions of the H.245 control standard were adopted to include the
appropriate NAK messages.
Fig. 15 shows the evaluation of the error tracking approach using the described
simulation environment. For comparison, the periodic INTRA update scheme using
1 and 6 % INTRA macroblocks are included in the gures. Even when the optimum INTRA percentage is selected by the encoder (which is diÆcult in practice), the
channel-adaptive Error Tracking shows signi cant gains. Note that Error Tracking
would provide additional gains for round trip delays shorter than the 300 ms assumed
here.
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Figure 15: Evaluation of video quality using feedback information from the decoder
and Error Tracking. Left: operational DDF for xed channel. Right: PSNR for
xed PSNRe . The test sequence is Mother and Daughter.
4.5.2 Reference Picture Selection

Rather than switching to INTRA mode at the encoder to stop interframe error propagation at the decoder, the encoder could also predict the current frame with reference
to a previous frame that has been successfully decoded. This Reference Picture Selection (RPS) approach can lower the excess bit-rate due to NAK-induced INTRA coding
[17] [73]. It is also described in Chapter 8, \Error Resilience Coding".
H.263+ has included RPS as an option, described in Annex N. As for the discussion
of the ISD mode, we again consider the case that GOBs are used and each GOB starts
with a header. Then, in H.263, the reference picture is selected on a GOB basis, i.e.,
for all MBs within one GOB the same reference picture is used. Future versions of
H.263 are likely to contain an enhanced reference picture selection mode on the basis of
MBs. In order to stop error propagation while maintaining the best coding eÆciency,
the last frame available without errors at the decoder should be selected. The RPS
mode can be combined with the ISD mode for error con nement, or, for better coding
eÆciency, with an Error Tracking algorithm.
Reference Picture Selection can be operated in two di erent modes. When the
encoder receives only negative acknowledgments, the operation of the encoder is not
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altered during error-free transmission, and the GOBs of the previous frame are used
as a reference. After a transmission error, the decoder sends a NAK for an erroneous
GOB and thereby requests that older, intact frames provide the reference-GOB. The
typical transmission error e ects are illustrated in Fig. 16, where the selection of
reference-GOBs is indicated by arrows. Note that the use of the ISD mode is assumed
and the indicated selection is only valid for the erroneous GOB. The encoder receives
a NAK for frame 4 before the encoding of frame 7. The NAK includes the explicit
request to use frame 3 for prediction, which is observed by the encoder. Similar to
the Error Tracking approach, the quality degrades until the requested GOB arrives at
the decoder, i.e., for the period of one round trip delay. Therefore, the loss of picture
quality after a transmission error and the recovery after receiving a NAK behaves
very similarly to basic Error Tracking. The advantage of the RPS mode vs. simply
switching to INTRA mode lies in the increased coding eÆciency. Fewer bits are needed
for encoding the motion-compensated prediction error than for the video signal itself,
even if the time-lag between the reference frame and the current frame is several frame
intervals.
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Figure 16: Illustration of spatio-temporal error propagation when the Reference Picture Selection is used.
In the positive acknowledgment mode, all correctly received GOBs are acknowledged and the encoder uses only those GOBs as a reference. Since the encoder has to
use older reference pictures for motion-compensated prediction with increasing roundtrip time, the coding performance decreases, even if no transmission errors occur. On
the other hand, error propagation is avoided entirely since only error-free pictures are
used for prediction.
Reference Picture Selection requires additional frame bu ers at the encoder and
decoder to store enough previous frames to cover the maximum round trip delay of
NAKs or ACKs. In the NAK mode, the storage requirements of the decoder can be
reduced to two frame bu ers. Furthermore, if only error-free GOBs shall be displayed,
one frame bu er is suÆcient. In the ACK mode no such storage reduction is possible,
unless a combination of both modes is allowed [73]. Increased storage requirements
may still pose a problem for inexpensive mobile terminals for some time. Beyond
that, there are proposals for increased coding eÆciency in low bit-rate video codecs
which use several or even many previous frames for prediction [74] [75] [76]. When
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using RPS, the additional frames can also be used to simultaneously increase error
robustness [77].
For experimental evaluation of H.263 using reference picture selection, we use a
combination of the RPS, ISD, and UMV modes. We assume that only NAKs are
returned and use the same round trip delay as in the previous section, i.e., 300 ms.
Even though the UMV mode helps to reduce the loss in coding eÆciency that is
caused in the ISD mode by restricted prediction, we observe that the overall loss
in coding eÆciency compared to the baseline mode is still considerable. Therefore,
when comparing with Error Tracking, the overall gain by avoiding INTRA coding is
diminished. For the test sequence shown we even observe that Error Tracking actually
performs better as can be seen from Fig. 17. However, the di erence is not signi cant
and the order might be reversed for other test sequences. We therefore conclude that
both feedback-based approaches perform equally well, and o er signi cant gains over
error resilience schemes without feedback.
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Figure 17: Evaluation of video quality using feedback information from the decoder
and RPS. Left: operational DDF for xed channel. Right: PSNR for xed PSNRe .
The test sequence is Mother and Daughter.

5 Conclusions and Open Problems

In this chapter we have discussed the transmission of video over wireless channels
with an emphasis on the interaction and trade-o s between system components. For
evaluation, two types of distortions in the decoded video signal have to be considered,
i.e., distortions due to source coding and distortions caused by transmission errors.
Altering the bit allocation between source and channel coding usually has opposite
e ects on both distortion types, i.e., one increases while the other is reduced. To
represent this trade-o formally we have introduced the Distortion-Distortion Function
(DDF) which can be used as a tool for comparing wireless video systems.
For wireless video there are two major problems directly related to the transmission
medium. (1) Only low bit-rates are available due to the limited availability of radio
spectrum. (2) Path loss and multipath fading cause time-variant error rates. In
designing the digital transmission system, there is a fundamental trade-o between
throughput, reliability, and delay. The actual amount by which, e.g., reliability can be
increased for a reduction in throughput, depends on the components of the error control
channel, i.e., the channel, the modem, and the channel codec. This trade-o has been
illustrated for the mobile radio channel assuming Rayleigh fading, BPSK modulation,
and RS block codes. Especially for the mobile radio channel, the underlying physical
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mechanisms result in fundamental performance limits that require special measures in
the video codec as the \last line of defense".
In Section 4, we have discussed such measures for low bit-rate video, with particular
emphasis on techniques with relevance to the H.263 Recommendation. These error
resilience techniques fall into two major categories { techniques that reduce the amount
of introduced errors for a given error event (resynchronization, error concealment) and
techniques that limit interframe error propagation (leaky prediction, intra update). The
in uence of both categories on the overall performance can be signi cant, as has been
demonstrated using operational DDFs. For example, for a given PSNR at the encoder,
the loss in PSNR caused by transmission errors can be reduced from more than 10 dB
to less than 2 dB when combining existing options appropriately.
Additional gains can be obtained when using channel-adaptive source coding. The
use of feedback information on the source coding level is an eÆcient and elegant technique for real-time multimedia communication over networks with heterogeneous QoS.
Feedback schemes, such as Error Tracking or Reference Picture Selection, are suitable
for interactive, individual communications, but they have inherent limitations outside
this domain. They are particularly powerful if the round-trip delay is short. If the
round-trip delay increases they become less eÆcient and ultimately useless. Also, feedback schemes rapidly deteriorate with increasing number of users. Their strength are
point-to-point communications, and extensions to few users are possible at a loss in
performance.
There are several other approaches to error resilient video transmission that could
not be covered in this chapter. In particular, data partitioning and scalable video
coding are of increased importance when feedback from the channel is not available.
Instead, these approaches rely on priority mechanisms that are part of the network
congestion management or provided implicitly through unequal error protection. Such
techniques scale well with the number of users and are suitable for multicasting and
broadcasting. On the other hand, they are less eÆcient than feedback schemes for
point-to-point communications. Hybrid techniques that combine the advantages of
channel-adaptive source coding based on feedback and scalable coding are not known
today. Data partitioning and scalable video coding are covered in more detail in
Chapter 7, \Layered Coding". These techniques can be very e ective in practice.
Also, so-called \multiple-description" coding (MDC) schemes tailored towards
graceful degradation for randomly selected subsets of the bitstream are in their infancy today. The multiple-description coding problem in its simplest form attempts
to transmit a signal to three receivers, where receiver no. 1 receives a rst bitstream,
receiver no. 2 a second bitstream, and a third receiver both bitstreams. Such scenarios
are directly relevant to broadcasting systems and transmission over erasure channels
or best e ort networks. Since Shannon's separation principle for source and channel
coding does not hold, even the fundamental information theoretic performance limits for such schemes are unknown, let alone eÆcient algorithms that perform close
to these limits. The situation becomes even more complicated, if the in uence of a
delay-constraint for real-time transmission is considered. More information on MDC
is also included in Chapter 8, \Error Resilience Coding".
Besides the investigation of new coding schemes, the joint consideration of network
and application layers will play an important role in the future. The close interaction
between these layers may seem to require a vertical system integration in a closed
network architecture. However, exactly the opposite architecture is becoming more
and more important { horizontal integration with an IP-like spanning middle layer
for seamless communication across network boundaries. Any e orts that require or
assume closed network architectures are likely to be irrelevant in the future. Instead,
the same interface/protocol will have to work across the wired and the wireless portion
of the future multimedia network. There are two ways for multimedia applications to
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evolve within an open system architecture. On the one hand, end-to-end transport and
error control for video/multimedia can be implemented in the terminals. On the other
hand, the IP protocol stack can be re ned and extended to o er additional services and
functionalities that are required for eÆcient real-time transmission. Such multimediaaware transport protocols need to consider the implications of wireless channels as the
weakest link in the transmission chain. Otherwise, unnecessary performance degradation cannot be avoided. Judging from current e orts, both possibilities { end-to-end
error control and multimedia-aware extensions of current transport protocols { will
continue to evolve and contribute to the ultimate success of wireless video.
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